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Colleagues,

 

Good Friday morning!

 

The tragic earthquake in Mexico this week has killed at least 273 people, and our
Connecting colleague Anita Snow (Email) shares the sad news that one of those
victims was the wife of a longtime international photojournalist known to AP and
other media photojournalists around the world.
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Mexico City-based friend Wesley Bocxe lost
his wife, his home and all of his belongings in
the earthquake. Anita, a newswoman for AP in
Phoenix, notes that Wesley is originally from
the Bronx, New York, but has spent most of his
career in Latin America. He is extremely well-
known in the region.

 

Wesley is the founder and owner of
Newswear - a company familiar to many photojournalists in the United States and
around the world. It sells useful products designed to carry and protect camera
equipment.

 

Wesley was seriously injured in the quake when their apartment building collapsed.
He is likely to be hospitalized for some time and was undergoing surgery on
Thursday to stabilize his body, which suffered numerous broken bones.

 

Wesley's wife, Elizabeth, sadly died from injuries sustained in the quake and a wake
was being held Thursday afternoon.

 

Their 5-year-old daughter Amara luckily was at school when the earthquake struck
and was unharmed. She is now staying with relatives of Elizabeth in Mexico City.

 

A GoFundMe has been established for Wes, who is likely to need our help for a long
time: https://www.gofundme.com/4gloto8

 

Have a good weekend. Off to Iowa City today for my annual Hawkeye football fix
with a dozen high school friends. 

Paul

 

Connecting series:

What I learned in high school, college
and how it impacted my career
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Bill Kaczor (Email) - Most of what I learned in high school and college about
journalism came when school was out. I learned to write and report mainly working
for my high school and college newspapers. The major exception, of course, was
typing.

 

I had been exposed to typing at an early age. My father, Stanley, who was born in
the U.S. but grew up in Poland until returning in his 20's, wrote a Polish language
column for the Straz (the Guard). It was a weekly newspaper put out by the Polish
National Union, a fraternal benefit organization. Although trained as a printer, my
dad was strictly hunt-and-peck when it came to typing his column.

 

I began working for The Leader at Lindblom High School on Chicago's South Side
as a freshman writing sports. Typically us non-typists turned our handwritten stories
over staffers - all of them girls, as I recall - who turned them into typed copy for the
printers. This worked fine except for some of the Friday afternoon and Saturday
games. I had to hunt-and-peck them myself on my father's aging portable Smith
Corona for mailing over the weekend so they could get to the printers in time to be
included in the next edition of the bi-weekly. After a few frustrating Saturdays, I
figured I just had to learn how to type.

 

Typing, though, didn't fit into my college-track curriculum, so I enrolled the next
summer in a class offered at another South Side high school, Kelly. At that time
(early 1960s) the Chicago Public Schools apparently considered typing to be
women's work. I was the only boy in the class and should have failed. The teacher,
obviously aware that I had no future in secretarial work, took pity on me and gave
me a barely passing D. I gradually improved but never did learn to touch-type
numbers, figuring I would have little need for them as a journalist outside of a few
final scores and budget figures. I paid a price for that ignorance when I had to punch
in scores for every golfer entered in PGA and Seniors events in Pensacola during
my stint as an AP correspondent there. Eventually that task was, thankfully,
automated.

 

In college, the most important lesson I learned again came outside the classroom. In
fact, it came the first time I picked up a copy of the Eastern News (Now the Daily
Eastern News) at Eastern Illinois University. Right on the masthead was the phrase
"Tell the truth, and don't be afraid." It was a quote from the first president of the
former teachers college, Livingston C. Lord. It was a simplistic sentiment to be sure,
but one that I often fell back on whenever any doubt crept into what I was doing.
Another lesson I eventually learned in and out of college is that not everyone holds
truth-telling in such high regard, especially in politics.

 

I was a political science major and still remember one professor, a refugee from
China, extolling the virtues of hypocrisy. Yung Ping Chen said it helped the Chinese
survive occupation by various invaders (Apparently the Great Wall didn't keep all of
them out). He probably had a point, but as long as we have a relatively free society
I'm sticking with truth.

mailto:wskaczor@gmail.com
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Mike Tharp (Email) - Three events at Hayden High in Topeka helped me as a
journalist.

 

First, typing. My mom, who didn't get past seventh grade in west Texas, made me
take it senior year. As Connecting colleagues know, that skill never gets old.
 
 
Second, Sister Mary Mildred. She kicked me out of Honors English sophomore year
for "insubordination." But instead of flunking me, she marched me to an empty
classroom. Inside she said, "I don't care what you write-poems, short stories,
essays, book reviews, whatever-but you are going to write. Turn it in to me at the
end of each week." So I did. And she made me a writer. (There's a positive footnote
to this event, but that's for the memoirs.)
 
 
Finally, Sister Mary Leonilla. With two others, I was co-editor of the student
newspaper, the Capitolite. We were putting the first issue to bed when she stormed
into the classroom. Seems we had written an editorial that violated some rule or law
or commandment. She told us to spike it. I resigned. Had never heard the phrase
"prior restraint," but that's what it was.
 
 
The last three years of high school also saw me working for the Topeka Capital-
Journal. First as a copyboy, then a darkroom boy for Rich Clarkson and eventually a
sports desk assistant, taking scores phoned in from rural Kansas on Friday nights.
(During basketball season I was playing for the Wildcats.)  It was right out of The
Front Page. Nearly everybody smoked, some drank, all cussed, deadlines brought
us all together. Loved it.
 
 
Still do.
 
 
-0-

 

Gene Herrick (Email) - My high school and college experiences probably don't
match anyone's.

 

I worked the mid-night to 8 a.m. shift in Columbus, Ohio, as a 16-year-old AP office
boy, and then walked past the capitol building to get to my high school, which was
lovingly called Sing-Sing on the Scioto.  I worked six nights a week.
 
 

mailto:bucktharp33@aol.com
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Often my English teacher assigned me a seat next to the heat radiator.  This was
conducive to sleep (Which I did), but not to getting a good grade (Which I didn't).  I
learned to play poker in the tool shed of my Electric class, and to match coins in my
drafting class, or to rub mercury on pennies to make them look like dimes, so that
my lunch money would go further.  I did take a typing class.
 
 
Following this wonderful daily process in education, I would catch a streetcar home,
and a fast sleep until time for work, and then repeat the process.  What did I learn? 
I learned how to work honestly, and hard, to suffer through the school process, sleep
fast, and learn wonderful lessons about people, especially those smart folks at AP,
who gave me all sorts of opportunities, including becoming an AP staff photographer
and writer.
 
 
My college was an experience probably shared by none.  When I got re-transferred
to Memphis, TN, in 1952, and before the explosion of the Civil Rights Movement, I
attended a few classes at Memphis State College, later University of Memphis. 
However, I was often called out of a class to go cover a story.  I well remember my
German professor, answering a knock at the door, and finding the school's secretary
there, shouting out, "Mr. Herrick, your office is calling.  You need to leave.  Good
luck in covering your story!"
 
 
One year, I register for about three classes.  However, the Martin Luther King story,
and the Montgomery Bus Boycott story broke.  I knew I was going to be gone for
some time.  I called my wife and asked her to call the college and withdraw me from
classes.  I was gone for some five weeks, and when I returned, I found out that I had
not been removed from classes, but that I was expected to come and give some
lectures about my experiences, including taking a Wirephoto transmitter, and
showing how it operated.  I was then transferred to Minneapolis, where attending
school was impossible.
 
 
However, I did go to some colleges and universities.  Instead of being a student, I
ended up giving lectures about my AP experiences to Moorhead College, in
Minnesota, the University of Nebraska, Ohio State University, and many civic
groups. 
 
 
Although missing the university life and culture, I probably learned more about life,
its cultures, and its peoples, than I would have otherwise. The Associated Press was
the greatest school of learning that I could have ever have.
 
 

Connecting series:
My first job with The Associated Press
 
 

Herb Hemming (Email) - Reading Thursday's Al Resch-zipper first day of work
story by Hal Buell, brought back this memory of Al Resch. I was close to graduating

mailto:herb@ojaimail.net
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from the University of Missouri in 1968 and the only place I wanted to work was The
Associated Press. Lots of organizations come to Mizzou to lure graduates, but I only
signed up for the AP and was interviewed by Fred Moen from Kansas City. He
passed on his recommendation to Resch and we made arrangements for me to fly
to Chicago for an interview. I did and went to the Chicago bureau and interviewed
with Resch and Fred Wright. I got to meet some real professionals like Ray Jefferies
and others. Returning to the airport I shared a cab with Resch and Sam (can't
remember his last name) who was the darkroom supervisor in NY and had come
with Resch to Chicago for business. As we sit in the back of the cab, Resch says,
there's one thing you haven't asked. I said, what's that? He said, well, you know you
can't live on love alone. I said, no, that's true. He said we'll pay you $133 a week. I
said OK. I didn't care how little it was. I just wanted the job. That was the start of my
38-year career in journalism. I am so glad I started in New York and was exposed to
so many experienced editors like Bud Wylie, Tom diLustro, Walter Durkin, Pat
McDonald, Jack Schwadel and of course Hal Buell as well as many others. RIP Al
Resch.

 

-0-

 

Adolphe Bernotas (Email) - With a nod to Hal Buell, I was frequenting the
Abbey Victoria (Shabby Abby) on AP and Wire Service Guild business when it cost
the outrageous sum of $18 a night to stay there. But it had the best hotel bar in New
York City.

 

-0-

 

Karl Swanson (Email) - I arrived in the Cheyenne bureau as legislative relief not
too long after Jeff Ulbrich reported in. While not my first day, at the end of the first
week I was scheduled to work Friday night. In Wyoming, that means high school
sports! I learned fast and (I think) well from the indefatigable Warren Wintrode the
thrill of taking scores and quotes from coaches all over the state. Meanwhile, pizza
showed up at the crowded bureau. Deadline reporting for sure. Every paper in the
state was waiting to go to bed as soon as all the scores and briefs were in. Every
week. Nothing a quite like it.

 

And from a physician's point of view - 'What
have I done moving my family to Kansas?'

Connecting colleague Dr. George Varghese (Email) tells a tale about his first day
on the job at a hospital, not a newspaper. George immigrated from India to America,
interned at Nazareth Hospital in Philadelphia and finished his residency in New York.

mailto:kaunas@aol.com
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He earned the Lifetime Achievement Award from American Academy of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, but he still remembers day one as a physician at
Kansas University Medical Center. He shares that story:

I didn't know much about Kansas or the Midwest, but I
was ready to venture out of the big city. My wife Molly
and I had two children and in the beginning, we were
concerned about the transition to Kansas. New Yorkers
had warned me: "Those Midwesterners are not used to
foreign physicians. You will have a tough time to get
established." My chairman who wanted me to stay
predicted we'd have to go miles to find a grocery store if
we ran out of milk for the children in the middle of the
night. What a surprise when the grocery store was not
even one block away from our apartment.

I had another surprise when I went to meet patients my
first day at KUMed. The first patient I walked up to was
a 40-year-old woman who was paralyzed from the waist down. I introduced myself
and asked her how she got injured. She said, "I heard the tornado warning. I rushed
to the backyard to pick up a few things. Next thing I knew, I was up in the air with
tree limbs, tile and dust and debris and I was dropped a mile from my house."

I stared at her and thought, My God. Is she teasing me? I looked at the head nurse
who had come with me. She knew I had a tough time believing it. She shook her
head yes and said, "Dr. Varghese, that is a true story." I thought to myself, the movie
The Wizard of Oz was a true story. What have I done by moving my family to
Kansas?

The patient was a pleasant lady and I followed her medical care that was typical for
a spinal cord injury and related problems until she later moved to Hawaii. Molly and I
raised our three children in Kansas City and we love living here. After four decades
in Kansas, I've never seen a tornado. (Knock on wood.)

(George's memoir To the Land of Opportunity: A Grandfather's Journey is available
at amazon.com)

 

A 'Small World' story 
 

Dan Day (Email) - If you're still collecting "small world" stories, this one popped
backed into my head tonight.
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In the fall of 1983, shortly after I became news editor in Omaha, Pat Arnold arrived
as correspondent. His wife, Connie, came some weeks later with their son, Doug,
who at 4 split the age difference between our daughter, Katie, and our first son,
Liam.

 

One night while Pat and I were swilling beers and swapping stories, Connie and my
wife, Becky, were sipping wine and contemplating whatever the heck their husbands
had gotten them into.

 

Their talk soon turned to the urgent need for babysitters, and they thought back to
the good old days of their childhood when their mothers could call the nice neighbor
lady over to watch the kids for a few hours.

 

"Where is Mrs. Hodely when you need her?" Becky asked.

 

"Yes, where is Mrs. Hodely when you need her?" Connie replied.

 

A pause, and then:

 

Connie: "You said Mrs. Hodely."

 

Becky: "Yes, she was our babysitter when I was a kid."

 

Connie: "Mrs. Hodely was my babysitter when I was a kid."

 

It turned out that Becky, who spent her entire childhood in Dodge City, Kansas, and
Connie, a military kid who spent a few years in nearby Mineola, Kansas, each had
the same babysitter when they were growing up, at least for a year or two.

 

Who'd have thunk it.

 

PS: I'll bet there's an entire sub-genre stories about Pat Arnold to be had among
Connecting readers.
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Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

  

to

Michelle Williams - mwilliams@ap.org
 

Jeff Carney -  Jeff.Carney@bhmginc.com

 
On Saturday to:

 
Joni Beall - jbeall@ap.org

 
Jon Rust - jrust@semissourian.com

 
Kristin Gazlay - kgazlay@gmail.com

 
Bill Welch - cawelch@shtc.net

 
Tom Leone - tleone@ap.org

 

On Sunday to:
 

Robert Shaw - rlshaw06@comcast.net
 

Linda Deutsch - lcdeutsch@yahoo.com
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Stories of interest
 

The lesson journalists should take away from
Spicer's rebranding  (CJR)

 

By PHILIP EIL

 

LAST WEEK WAS A TRIUMPH for the rehabilitation of Sean Spicer's image. On
Wednesday, Harvard University announced that he would be a visiting fellow, and
later that day, he appeared in a lengthy-and mostly friendly-interview on Jimmy
Kimmel Live! A few days later, on stage at the Emmys, he smiled his way through a
cheeky reenactment of one of his most infamous professional moments: when,
during one of his first appearances as White House Press Secretary, he
emphatically delivered false information about the size of the crowds at Donald
Trump's inauguration. It was almost enough to make you forget that less than three
months ago Spicer departed the White House amidst a cloud of scorn and ridicule.

 

The smiling, happy-go-lucky Sean Spicer of last week was a long way from the
combative, condescending, and "less and less available" Spicer of earlier this year.
And some journalists were appalled by the transformation. On Twitter, Slate's
Jamelle Bouie wrote, "The degree to which Sean Spicer has faced no
consequences is a glimpse into the post-Trump future," and Fast Company's Joe
Berkowitz wrote, "Let's not let people like Spicer and Mooch become Cute Things.
They were lying mouthpieces, utter disgraces. They should be shunned forever." On
Facebook, Dan Rather added, "It is not funny that the American people were lied to.
It is not funny that the press was attacked for doing its job. It is not funny that the
norms of our democracy have been trampled...To have Sean Spicer now lead us in
laughter about all this makes me uneasy."

 

Read more here. Shared by Richard Chady.
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New owners lay off employees at Alaska's
largest newspaper
 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - Reporters, editors and other employees at Alaska's
largest newspaper have been laid off as the new owners attempt to stop the

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O28ieD0Tn4SS7e9xpKnl9IgClq544qXZg62cOxAUqGbLYA9WAj2W9n5v4OqKXHjLTUWKCJNgvxqur6fo8MPK9YsVcEqT-l7WQ4RBR4NMEiba4MbA6yyUaOGRoXZeHR5Wf2cRNekrns_BIgs_E0XyM6LKFN9sH9F96KmYMCXZbu0VixoZ3DKybksB30wbDQyi5dxSG-lSXrjJvm4fH02SrEQCCcxG3An_V_x0wSCwG7CuDcteREdYWPI32j2XP98aMT9n1Ex05F21PIc_JtJZbQ==&c=0gjhCUF9VlHRaWfyg2b0ERMc371hhuWXh59GWJtnwcjnX367BBydHA==&ch=mCxHw_wPCXEEAkS5QmG_EFkl492rM1AAumk81a-TaWqdu_B63xO5ew==
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financial hemorrhaging that saw the
paper losing $125,000 a week.

 

Alaska Dispatch News co-Publisher
Ryan Binkley wouldn't disclose how
many of the newspaper's 212
employees have been laid off since the
Binkley Co. was given the go-ahead
from a bankruptcy judge to buy the
Alaska Dispatch News on Sept. 11 for
$1 million.

 

However, he indicated this reflects a marked change ahead for the newspaper,
formerly known as the Anchorage Daily News.

 

"It's a significant change in the size of the newspaper," Binkley was quoted in a story
published Thursday. He didn't immediately return messages to The Associated
Press seeking comment.

 

Read more here. Shared by Adolphe Bernotas
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Mixing social media with medicine
 

By JACQUI COOK

 

Pediatric oncologist Dr. Justin Baker can usually tell when some new "cure" for
cancer is making the rounds on social media. He starts to get desperate questions
from parents about a new technique or a new drug or a new surgery. Every time, he
tells his patients he will look into it - and he does - knowing all too well the odds are
overwhelming that it will end in more heartbreak for the family.

 

Baker, who is chief of the Division of Quality of Life and Palliative Care at St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, works with some of the most
seriously ill children in the country. He tells every new family that he will do whatever
it takes to help their child, and that he works on a team with the top science and
medicine experts in pediatric cancer to constantly look for cures. But he knows that
eventually, there will be a Facebook post or a blog or a tweet claiming to have
something better.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O28ieD0Tn4SS7e9xpKnl9IgClq544qXZg62cOxAUqGbLYA9WAj2W9n5v4OqKXHjLhr_BV2i7x5v-sBomkdcPbXtK9X_mectF1_n-6mCtwGwUPvUBDcwAoGhL2nGeYcqbQtxEIIL-cmGIJRHVtpJpDUPZTL7XyOkPayKV-IUHXFfx-WNehIcKwJHQW0BqVz2-OMi7U1lNJWGlR7r5KR7CuA==&c=0gjhCUF9VlHRaWfyg2b0ERMc371hhuWXh59GWJtnwcjnX367BBydHA==&ch=mCxHw_wPCXEEAkS5QmG_EFkl492rM1AAumk81a-TaWqdu_B63xO5ew==
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"In the context of medicine, social media has, unfortunately, given incredible
strength to opinion and a very loud voice to the one," Baker says. "It's almost never
grounded in data. It's founded in a personal story or in hope for a cure that does not
exist."

 

Read more here.
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A majority of Americans rely on general
outlets for science news but more say
specialty sources get the facts right about
science  (Pew)

BY CARY FUNK, JEFFREY GOTTFRIED AND AMY MITCHELL

 

At a time when scientific information is increasingly at the center of public divides,
most Americans say they get science news no more than a couple of times per
month, and when they do, most say it is by happenstance rather than intentionally,
according to a new study by Pew Research Center. Overall, about a third, 36%, of
Americans get science news at least a few times a week, three-in-ten actively seek
it out, and a smaller portion, 17%, do both.

 

And while Americans are most likely to get their science news from general news
outlets and say the news media overall do a good job covering science, they
consider a handful of specialty sources - documentaries, science magazines, and
science and technology museums - as more likely to get the science facts right.

 

Read more here.

The Final Word
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Cambodia's Crackdown: What Happens When
an Autocrat Shutters a Newspaper  (Nation)

A wpoman buys the final issue of The Cambodia Daily.  Reuters/Samrang Pring

By JULIA WALLACE

 

Chhorn Chansy is a child of the '80s-not the American '80s but the Cambodian '80s,
which means his nostalgia is not for hair rock and acid-washed jeans, but for the
days when the whole village would crowd around a single radio to listen to whatever
broadcasts they could pick up.

 

At the time, Cambodia was a single-party communist state ruled by a secretive and
insular Vietnam-backed government. News might as well not have existed for his
family or their neighbors. Picking up foreign programs would have been nearly
impossible, even if it weren't illegal. When they managed to get a spot around the
radio, they listened to the warble and drone of the ancient chapei guitar or the voice
of Sin Sisamouth, the honey-voiced '60s crooner, singing Chansy's favorite song,
"Morning Star": "Oh, the night, the deep, dark night. How lonely I am."

 

His parents grew rice; his parents' parents grew rice. Nobody could remember not
growing rice. Almost as soon as he could walk, Chansy was sent out to keep the
family cows from nipping at the fringes of rice paddies. His family thought he was an
exceptionally bright child because he could herd six cows at once. To get him an
education and a chance at a better life, they sent him away to live at an orphanage.
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Today Chansy is 34 and one of the best journalists in Cambodia, where he has
spent much of the past decade as an editor at The Cambodia Daily, parlaying his
talent for herding cows into a position managing the paper's 14 reporters. But he lost
that job two weeks ago when the Cambodian government imposed a draconian $6.3
million tax bill on the newspaper and shut it down, as part of an abrupt crackdown
on free expression and political dissent that has left many here deeply shaken.
Chansy suddenly has lots of time to think about the past and the future, which are
both starting to seem empty. "I'm not sure what I should do. I'm concerned about
what's happening to press freedom in Cambodia," he said. "I'm concerned that there
is only one voice, one side, like how in the past we only had an AM [radio] channel. I
am concerned that will happen again."

 

Read more here.

Today in History - September 22, 2017

  

By The Associated Press

Today is Friday, Sept. 22, the 265th day of 2017. There are 100 days left in the year.
Autumn arrives at 4:02 p.m. Eastern time.

 

Today's Highlight in History:

 

On September 22, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln issued the preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation, declaring all slaves in rebel states should be free as of
January 1, 1863.
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On this date:

 

In 1776, during the Revolutionary War, Capt. Nathan Hale, 21, was hanged as a spy
by the British in New York.

 

In 1792, the French First Republic was proclaimed.

 

In 1917, the silent comedy-drama "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," starring Mary
Pickford, was released.

 

In 1927, Gene Tunney successfully defended his heavyweight boxing title against
Jack Dempsey in the famous "long-count" fight in Chicago.

 

In 1938, the musical comedy revue "Hellzapoppin'," starring Ole (OH'-lee) Olsen and
Chic Johnson, began a three-year run on Broadway.

 

In 1949, the Soviet Union exploded its first atomic bomb.

 

In 1950, Omar N. Bradley was promoted to the rank of five-star general, joining an
elite group that included Dwight D. Eisenhower, Douglas MacArthur, George C.
Marshall and Henry H. "Hap" Arnold.

 

In 1957, the TV series "Maverick," starring James Garner and Jack Kelly, premiered
on ABC.

 

In 1964, the musical "Fiddler on the Roof," starring Zero Mostel, opened on
Broadway, beginning a run of 3,242 performances. The secret agent series "The
Man from U.N.C.L.E.," starring Robert Vaughn and David McCallum, premiered on
NBC-TV.

 

In 1975, Sara Jane Moore attempted to shoot President Gerald R. Ford outside a
San Francisco hotel, but missed. (Moore served 32 years in prison before being
paroled on December 31, 2007.)

 

In 1982, the situation comedy "Family Ties" premiered on NBC.
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In 1993, 47 people were killed when an Amtrak passenger train fell off a bridge and
crashed into Big Bayou Canot near Mobile, Alabama. (A tugboat pilot lost in fog
pushed a barge into the railroad bridge, knocking the tracks 38 inches out of line just
minutes before the train arrived.)

 

Ten years ago: Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice spoke briefly with Iraqi Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki (NOO'-ree ahl-MAHL'-ih-kee) at the United Nations, but they
did not discuss a Baghdad shootout involving guards from Blackwater USA that
claimed civilian lives. Marcel Marceau, the master of mime, died in Cahors, France,
at age 84.

 

Five years ago: President Barack Obama campaigned before a crowd of 18,000 in
Wisconsin, the home state of GOP vice-presidential candidate Paul Ryan. In the
aftermath of the killing of the U.S. ambassador and three other Americans, residents
of the Libyan city of Benghazi protested at the compounds of several militias, vowing
to rid themselves of armed factions and Islamic extremists.

 

One year ago: Prosecutors charged a white Oklahoma police officer with first-
degree manslaughter less than a week after she killed an unarmed black man on a
city street, saying in court documents the officer "reacted unreasonably." (Betty
Shelby was acquitted in May 2017 of manslaughter in the death of Terence
Crutcher.) It was disclosed that computer hackers had swiped personal information
from at least 500 million Yahoo accounts in what was believed to have been the
biggest digital break-in at an email provider. President Barack Obama paid tribute to
comedian Mel Brooks, NPR interviewer Terry Gross and others at a White House
ceremony celebrating "creators who give every piece of themselves to their craft."

 

Today's Birthdays: Baseball Hall of Fame manager Tommy Lasorda is 90. Actress
Anna Karina is 77. Former NBA Commissioner David Stern is 75. Actor Paul Le Mat
is 72. Musician King Sunny Ade (ah-DAY') is 71. Capt. Mark Phillips is 69. Rock
singer David Coverdale (Deep Purple, Whitesnake) is 66. Actress Shari Belafonte is
63. Singer Debby Boone is 61. Country singer June Forester (The Forester Sisters)
is 61. Singer Nick Cave is 60. Rock singer Johnette Napolitano is 60. Actress Lynn
Herring is 60. Classical crossover singer Andrea Bocelli (an-DRAY'-ah boh-CHEL'-
ee) is 59. Singer-musician Joan Jett is 59. Actor Scott Baio is 57. Actress Catherine
Oxenberg is 56. Actress Bonnie Hunt is 56. Actor Rob Stone is 55. Actor Dan
Bucatinsky (TV: "24: Legacy") is 52. Musician Matt Sharp is 48. Rock musician Dave
Hernandez is 47. Rapper Mystikal is 47. Rhythm-and-blues singer Big Rube
(Society of Soul) is 46. Actor James Hillier (TV: "The Crown") is 44. Actress Mireille
Enos is 42. Actress Daniella Alonso is 39. Actor Michael Graziadei (GRAHT'-zee-uh-
day-ee) is 38. Actress Ashley Drane (Eckstein) is 36. Actress Katie Lowes is 35.
Rock musician Will Farquarson (Bastille) is 34. Actress Tatiana Maslany is 32. Actor
Ukweli Roach (TV: "Blindspot") is 31. Actor Tom Felton is 30. Actress Juliette Goglia
is 22.

 

Thought for Today: "Autumn, the year's last, loveliest smile." - William Cullen
Bryant, American poet (1794-1878).
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Got a story or photos to share?
 

   
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com

Connecting newsletter, 14719 W 79th Ter, Lenexa, KS 66215

mailto:paulstevens46@gmail.com
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